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CONSTRUCTION: A Residential Slowdown? authorizationsdipped sharply in May, down 9 percent
from April and down 29 percent from a year ago.

District contract awards were up 50 percent in Residential building nationally showed similar signsof
the first five months of 1973. Contract valuations for slowing from 1972’s pace. This is to be expected as
the four full states of the district—Minnesota, Montana, the moratorium on subsidized housing and the growingNorth Dakota and South Dakota—totaled $1,191 mil-
lion this year, compared to $792 million a year ago. tightness in mortgage funds have an increasing effect

on homebuilding. The still brisk pace of residential
Much of this increase came from a $200 million contract awards now may reflect projects already in

electric generating complex in eastern Montana’s coal the pipeline, while the slowdown in authorizations
country. This project, an equal share arrangement be’ could signal a tapering in residential building by the
tween Montana Power Company and Puget Sound third or fourth quarter.
Power and Light, will bring two 350 megawatt coal-
fired plants on line by 1976. Representing over one- LABOR: Job Market Noticeably Improved
third of Montana’s present capacity, this will be the
largest generating project in Montana. About 78,000 people have found new jobs in the

district since the second quarter of 1972. Boosting em-
ployment by 3.1 percent, the creation of new jobs
over the year more than offset a 1 .9 percent expansion
in the labor force. Consequently, by mid-1973 unem-
ployment had shrunk to 4.9 percent from 5.9 percent
twelve months earlier.

The wage and salary segment of district employ-
ment, which accounts for 81 percent of all workers,
has added 4.1 percent more jobs since last year. A
good part of this growth occurred in manufacturing
industries. Second-quarter gains in the large trade and
service sectors exceeded year-earlier levels by about
4.7 percent, and government employment increased
2.1 percent. Construction employment was up 4.3

Another major source of construction strength,
residential contract awards stood 72 percent higher
than a year earlier at the end of May. But while resi-
dential awards increased, the number of housing units
authorized to be built in the four states declined 20
percent. An extraordinarily large number of permits
were filed in December 1972, apparently in anticipa-
tion of a sewer hookup tax going into effect in the
Minneapolis/St. Paul metro area in January. The sub-
sequent decline in authorizations, which is almost en-
tirely attributable to the Twin Cities, may simply
reflect the fact that applications were filed early to
avoid the hookup tax.

It should be noted, perhaps, that housing unit



percent, but mainlybecause adverse weather restricted total loans outstanding at large banks. Other loan cat-
building a year ago. egories—including loans to nonbank financial institu-

tions and real estate and consumer loans—have weak-
The effects of employment expansion also show ened somewhat

up in other labor market indicators. Initial claims for
unemployment insurance during the first half were Data for large banks in the nation also indicate
well below year-earlier figures, and the help wanted that business loan growth slowed during the period,
advertising index was 41 percent higher. The increase although to a lesser extent than at district banks.
in helpwanted advertising corresponds to the increases Since there is little evidence that short-term credit
in job opening statistics. In May, for example, the demand has diminished appreciably, the slowdown
Minnesota Department of Manpower Services reported nationally apparently reflected the shifting of business
16,900 job openings, 6,700 more positions than were short-term credit demand from banks to other sources
available a year ago. of funds. In the face of a sharp runup in the bank

While the number of jobs was expanding, average prime rate and tightening in other lending terms, some
weekly hours worked in manufacturing declined from business borrowers probably turned to the commercialpaper market for credit.The value of commercial paper
the record set in the fourth quarter of 1972. District . .

manufacturers seem to be under less pressure these increased in June after a rathersteep decline earlier in
days to hire extra workers the year when business borrowers switched to banks

where more favorable lending terms were available.
Large district banks have increased sales of par-

ticipations in business loans to banks outside the dis-
trict. This effectively reduces outstanding business
loans in the district, but not in the nationwide banking
system, and so partially explains why the second quar-
ter business loan slowdown was greater in the district
than in the nation.

Loan growth at smaller urban and country banks
in the district remained strong in the second quarter.
The advance for the period was quite close to the 16
percent annual rate posted in the previous three
months. Continued large farmer expenditures for cap-
ital equipment and other farm inputs have been an
important impetus to this vigorous loan growth.

District bank investments rose substantially dur~
ing the second quarter, after three months of little
growth. The stronger showing in the second quarter

Although further advances in district employment largely reflected the fact that district banks stopped
are foreseen, no unusually large increases are expected liquidating U.S. government securities and even in-
in the near future. Manufacturing activity in the third creased their holdings slightly. Other securities, in-
and fourth quarters is not expected to expand as rap- cluding municipal securities and U.S. agency issues,
idly as during the first half, and no exceptionally big rose sharply again in the second quarter.
gains in trade, service or government employment
appear likely.

FINANCE: Loans and Investments
Loan growth at district member banks slowed

during the second quarter from the very rapid first
quarter pace, but was still strong by historical stan-
dards. The seasonally adjusted annual rate of increase
in total loans during the quarter was about 13 percent,
compared to rises of 24 percent in the first quarter and
19 percent in the second half of 1972. The more mod-
erate pace established since the first quarter appears
to be consistent with the national pattern.

A marked reduction in the growth rate of business
loans at large urban banks in the district has probably
had the most pronounced effect on total expansion.
Loans to businesses account for nearly one-half of

District savings and loan associations continue to
provide large amounts of mortgage credit. Mortgage
loans made in the first quarter, seasonally adjusted,



were 11 percent above the volume of the fourth quar-
ter and 28 percent above the first quarter of 1972. In
the April-May interval, the monthly average of mort-
gage loans made was 5 percent above that for the first
quarter and 30 percent above the comparable period
in 1972.

Because the current level of loan commitments
at district S&Ls is still quite high, the volume of mort-
gage loans made should remain rather large in the
third quarter. However, S&Ls have become more hes-
itant in granting new commitments, partly because
savings inflows have slowed and because mortgage in-
terest rates—at S&Ls in some states, anyway—are near
the maximum permitted by state law. Consequently,
outstanding commitments have been declining, and
fewer mortgage loans will probably be made later in
the year.

Board Tightens Credit

In order to help restrain the expansion of credit
in the economy, the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System on June 29 announced another in-
crease in the discount rate and a tightening of reserve
requirements.

The discount rate, which is the interest rate on
member bank borrowings from Federal Reserve Banks,
was raised from 61/2 to 7 percent, effective July 2. The
increase was the sixth since the beginning of 1973
when the rate stood at 41/2 percent. The latest increase
places the discount rate at a historic high, matched
only by the level that existed for a short time in the
early 1920s.

In an accompanying move, the Board increased
reserve requirements by one-half percentage point on
all demand deposits above $2 million. This step in-
creases required reserves, thereby reducing bank re-
sources available for making loans and purchasing se-
curities.

Ceilings Raised on Savings Deposits

By increasing maximum interest rates commercial
banks, savings and loan associations, and mutual say-

ings banks are permitted to pay on passbook savings
and other types of consumer deposits, regulatory agen-
cies are hoping to attract more depositor dollars to
lending institutions.

These increases come in the wake of evidence
that the growth of consumer savings at financial inter-
mediaries has slowed recently. Because interest rates
on market investments such as U.S. government secu-
rities and federal agency issues have been rising rapidly,
savings deposits and certificates subject to relatively
low maximum rate ceilings were becoming increasingly
less attractive. Recent changes in maximum rates are
intended to mitigate that problem and, in so doing, to
help insurea continuing source of funds for mortgages
and other consumer credit needs.

In comparing new and previously existing rate
structures, several points are worthy of comment:

•Savings and loan associations and mutual savings
banks continue to have higher maximum interest
rates than commercial banks in all maturity ranges
where maximum rates are stipulated.

• Some differentials in rates for identical maturities
at savings banks, on the one hand, and commercial
banks, on the other, have changed. On passbook
accounts the difference has narrowed from one-half
to one-quarterof one percentage point. On one- and
two-year certificates, however, the difference has
widened from one-quarter to one-half of one per-
centage point.

• A new savings instrument which carries no maxi-
mum rate may be issued by all three types of insti-
tutions. It requires a minimum maturity of four
years and a minimum balance of $1,000. Savings
and loans are limited to issuing the certificate up to
5 percent of total deposits.

In a related action affecting all three types of
financial institutions, it was announced that the pay-
ment of a time certificate of deposit prior to maturity
could be made, subject to a penalty consisting of a
reduction of the interest rate to the passbook rate
paid by the institution and forfeiture of three-months
interest.



NINTH DISTRICT income and finance

NOTES FOOTNOTES

a— Partially estimated; all data not available 1 Excluding Northwestern Wisconsin to domestic commercial city banks

na-Not available 2. All commercial banks; estimated by 7. All member banks, excluding the
sample selected major city banks

p Preliminary; subject so revision
3. Excluding Northwestern Wisconsin 8. Average of daily figures of the four or

r—Revised and upper Michigan five weeks ending onWednesday
which contain at least four days falling

ta—Seasonally adjusted 4. Last Wednesday of the month figures within the month

•—Districtand U.S. data not comparable 5. Selected banks In majorcities 9. Index: 1967 Base Period

tsar—Seasonally adjusted annual rate 8. Net loans and discounts less loans ID. Quarterly
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PERSONAL INCOME: U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics
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CASH RECEIPTS FROM FARM MARKETINGS: U.S. Department of Agriculture
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NINTH DISTRICT production and employment

NOTES FOOTNOTES

a- Partially estimated; all data not available 1. Index; 1967 Base Period; Weights: 1987

na.--- Not available 2. A sample of permitissuing centers

p.-Preliminary; subject to revision 3. Excluding Northwestern Wisconsin

r—Revised 4. Six standard metropolitan statistical areas

sa--SeasonalI~ adjusted 5. A sample of centers blown up to represent
total permits issued

‘—District and U.S. data not comparable
6. 226 standard metropolitan statistical areas,

soar- Seasonally adlusted annual rate excluding the seven leading centers



UNITED STATES production and employment

SOURCES
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION: Board of t.weveriiov~otFederal Reserve Systeni
ELECTRICAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION: Federal Reserve Bank of Mirsneapoii~
PRODUCTION WORKER MANHOURS: Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS AWARDED: Board of Governors of Federal Reserve System; F W Dodge Corporation
NEW HOUSING UNITS AUTHORIZED: Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis; U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census

EMPLOYMENT, UNEMPLOYMENT. AND HOURS: Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota. and South Dakota Employment
Security Departments. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Stetistics

RETAIL SALES: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census

NEW PASSENGER CAR REGISTRATIONS: Automotive News Magazine
BANK DEBITS: Board of Governors of Federal Reserve System



SPECIAL FACTORS BEHIND TODAY’S INFLATION
The explosive inflation rates in the first half of account for part of the rapid advance recently wit-

1973 caught most economic forecasters by surprise. nessed in U.S. domestic prices.
Since the cost-push forces that were a dominant fea-
ture of pre-Phase II inflation had been pretty well con- At the heart of today’s inflation seems to be the
tamed by the end of 1972, economists generally extraordinary coincidence in timing of a variety of

demand and supply factors. Taken singly, several of
thought the worst was over. A consensus of published these would have been significant enough, but in com-
forecasts for the GNP price deflator from the begin- bination they have contributed very seriously to in-
ning of this year reflected this thinking: flation.

Annual Growth Rates of GNP Price Deflator
Looking at food prices as an example, we see that

1973 Qtr. I 1973Qtr. II a number of factors have impinged on food supplies. A
Consensus forecasts 4.5% 3.4% rare convergence of low points in both hog and cattle
Reported results 6.1 6.8 production cycles in 1972 occurred simultaneously

True, a one-shot price spurt was expected to ac- with a disastrous decline in anchovy production (an
company lifting of the stiff Phase II controls, but important world source of protein feed). Added to
neither this spurt nor traditional excess demand fac- that were worldwide crop losses. Unfortunately while
tors can account for today’s inflation, supplies were diminishing, growing per capita incomes

To find explanations for recent price increases, in developing countries caused burgeoning demand
for meat and other high protein foods and feeds. Theseinflation followers have had to look for special forces
factors have had substantial impact on the fate of

behind this year’s price movements. What they’ve
found is an unusual combination of special factors agricultural prices globally.
which led to food price gains—even as early as the The global view is really the key to problems in
latter part of 1972—and to subsequent increases in a other commodity areas as well. An unusual coinci-
wide spectrum of industrial commodities and finished dence of rapid, real expansion in all major industrial
goods prices. Here’s what the record shows: countries has put heavy demand pressures on all prin-

Annual Growth Rates of Price Indexes cipal raw materials traded internationally and forced
1973 Qtr. I 1973 Qtr.II up prices in international markets very fast. An extra

Consumer Price Index 6.5% 8.3% push to U.S. prices of such commodities as nonferrous
Food 18.6 20.2 metals and steel scrap came as a result of the second
Nonfood 3.2 5.1 U.S. devaluation. (The devaluation effectively raised

Wholesale Price Index 17.1 22.9
Farm products 49.1 41.2 the cost of commodity imports while at the same time
Industrial commodities 6.5 15.0 increasing foreign demand for U.S. products.)

What are some of the special factors underlying Current national price stabilization policy, then,
this inflationary burst, and what commodity areas has been very much complicated by a bad draw of
wereespecially affected? The diagram lists some corn- historical happenstance. While many of the special
modity-industry classes most frequently cited in the factors behind today’s inflation can be viewed as more
business press which are subject to major price and or less one-shot adjustments, others will have to be
capacity pressures. Arrayed in another part of the reckoned with through the intermediate- or even Ion-
diaqram are some special factors which reportedly qer-term future.


